
Vintner’s Golf & Social Club’s Newsletter #2 

 

VGSC Event #2 had over hundred players, which included a record twenty-seven four person 

teams, come out for the net scramble format over Super Bowl weekend.   These four-person teams 

had to count on each other to avoid penalties, emotional outbursts and costly mistakes that could 

bring the whole team down.  Some of the team members block, some of the team members tackle 

but the skilled positions always get the credit.  There are always unexpected moments when an 

unlikely player helps and even worse a former MVP falls flat… but the GOAT never disappoints.  I hope 

all the foursomes remained friends and two-person teams were formed for our next event which is a 

two-person net better ball on the first weekend in March.  This event will be a NCGA qualifier, so the 

fee will be $55 with the extra $10 going to pay for the NCGA fees for the low gross and low net 

winners in the sectional championships. 

 

 In the first flight the team of Zipp/Gourley/Norris/Narasky shot an amazing 57 for net 52 

winning $25 per person.  Bernie fell just short of POY honors last year, but his offseason work outs 

suggest he might not let this year get away.  Randy comes right out of the Oakland Raider mold 

maybe a Lyle Alzado clone.  Kelly’s practice and route running prowess reminds me of Fred 

Bilitnekoff’s work ethic.  Bernie the leader has to be Stabler and Tom more of a Dave Casper.  In a tie 

for second place with net 56’s were the teams of Murray/Kuehl/Cozzitorto/Rossi and 

Pieper/Pieper/Troendly/Collins. The GOAT and team leader Mur Dog expects excellence and he had 

the team going in the right direction with eleven birdies.  This team was loaded with past players of 

the years and club champions ignoring all salary cap rules…as always.  The father-son lead team had 

Cliff Branch like speed on the outsides with Andrew stretching out the defense and Tom locking down 

wideouts with Lester Hayes focus.  They added Jeff and Mike to sure up the middle of the lines in an 

early season blockbuster trade for last year’s closer Mike Hopkins and three 12-packs of Coors lights.   

 

 In the second flight the teams of Kirk/Parenteau/Wilson/Burdzak and Kuehl/Lloyd/Scholl/Van 

Winden shot net 54’s winning $25 in gift cards per person.  There was no need to doctor up their ball 

in the Kirk group as these first responders started with not enough players on the field, but ended up 

being showered with confetti.  A little patience and a steady hand on the greens always wins in a 

scramble format.  The four newbies came out with the right stuff combining all their talents to 

matriculate down the field against a defense that had no answers.  John served as the GM for this 

squad and the first thing he did after making sure his team was all present was buy a $10 Super Bowl 

square that got him $200.  In third place was the team of Bianco/Eberhart/Marke who shot net 56.  

This team had the lead late going into Sunday, but the two above team’s fourth quarter comebacks 

proved to be too much.  Making a little scratch and enjoying some new friends made it all worth it.    

 

 Are we talking about playoffs….yes we are talking about playoffs and we are down to our final 

eight in the VGSC Net Match Play Championships.  Steve Payne versus Sean Murray reminds me of the 

tortoise and the hare and we all knows who wins that one.  Brent Randoll versus Bob Ackley will be a 

battle of straight liners with very little strokes to get in the way.  Then we got the battle between my 

two Portugese brothers Andy Tarap and Larry Gomez sure to have emotional turnabouts.  Then the 

fourth match-up between Jim Hunter and Lucas Cozzitorto which is sure to be an epic battle between 



a first responder and our Club Champion who always needs to be responded to.  Good luck and we 

will soon see who the final four will be.                 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

VGSC NET MATCH PLAY CHAMPIONSHIP 

 

 

1. Murray        2. Zipp 

16. Cattalini  Murray  Tarap  15. Tarap 

        vs        vs 

8. Gourley  Payne  Gomez  7. Gomez 

9. Payne        10. Gurgone 

      

4. Randol        3. Norris 

13. Yanover  Randoll  Hunter  14. Hunter 

        vs                          vs 

5. Ackley  Ackley  Cozzitorto  6. Ponce 

12. Cervone        11. Cozzitorto 
   

 


